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Unit 2. Step 8



SB p.81 ex.1
Listen to the text and put the sentences in the 
correct order.



SB p.82 ex.3
The people in the picture are staying in  small 
American hotel. Write the sentences about 
their placement.

Send me a photo.



SB p.82 ex.4
Read the texts and match them with the names.

Texts:
a) After school she went to university. She was a very good student and had 

a strong interest in medicine. Now she works in a small hospital. She 
knows and loves what she is doing.

b) He begun to work when he was at the university. His first pupils loved 
him and enjoyed his classes. He liked to spend time with them too.

c) She can write very well. When she was younger, she tried to write stories. 
They were good: some were funny and some were sad. Now she is 
working for a newspaper and writes about interesting people.

d) When he was a child he liked to sing and dance. People said he could do 
it very well. His dream was to become a film star. Last year he starred in 
his first film. A lot of people watched and enjoyed it. Now he is making a 
very good career.

Names: 1) Emma, the doctor;      2) Julia, a journalist;     3) Charles, a teacher;     4) Patric, an actor



SB p.83 ex.5
Sam is a photographer. These are the things he usually does. 
Write what he did yesterday.

Send me a photo.



Hometask

Домашнее задание доступно по ссылке:

https://edu.skysmart.ru/student/gekavomoto

Если у вас нет стабильного соединения с интернетом, то работаем в 
тетради на печатной основе:
WB p.39 ex.25

Все без исключения выполняют задания из учебника:
SB p.84 ex.7
p.85 ex.9,10 (учить новые слова)

Также нужно изучить правило на стр.83


